
































































































































The	integrity	of	vertebrate	synapses	requires	robust	cellular	programs	that	monitor	the	activity	states	 of	 thousands	 of	 proteins,	 eliminating	 those	 that	 are	 misfolded	 or	 damaged.	 Failure	 of	these	 programs	 can	 lead	 to	 the	 accumulation	 of	 non-functional	 proteins	 that	 reduce	 the	efficiency	of	synaptic	transmission	and/or	promote	synaptic	and	neuronal	degeneration	(Liang	and	 Sigrist,	 2018;	 Vijayan	 and	 Verstreken,	 2017;	 Waites	 and	 Garner,	 2011).	 As	 other	 cells,	neurons	are	endowed	with	several	surveillance	and	clearance	systems	that	will	be	discussed	in	the	following	chapters.		









3-phosphate	 (PI3P)	 provision	 by	 the	 Phosphatidylinositol	 3-kinase	 (Vps34)	 complex.	 A	 double-
membrane,	labeled	by	the	Microtubule-associated	protein	light	chain	3	(LC3-II)	that	is	conjugated	
to	 phosphatidylethanolamine	 (PE),	 engulfs	 cytoplasmic	 content	 such	 as	 protein	 aggregates	 and	
mitochondria.	Afterwards,	the	formed	autophagosome	matures	and	fuses	with	lysosomes	(forming	
an	autolysosome)	for	final	degradation	of	its	content.	Adapted	from	Fleming	et	al.	(Fleming	et	al.,	










chloroquine	 or	 bafilomycin	 A1.	 They	 operate	 by	 blocking	 the	 fusion	 of	 autophagosomes	with	lysosomes	 and	 lysosomal	 acidification	 itself,	 which	 is	 necessary	 for	 the	 functionality	 of	lysosomal	hydrolases,	thus	inhibiting	the	turnover	of	autophagosomes.	This	in	turn	leads	to	an	accumulation/built-up	of	autophagosomes	and	 the	net	 increase	 in	autophagy	 induction	can	be	quantified	(Galluzzi	et	al.,	2016;	Klionsky	et	al.,	2012).						





Another	 particular	 dysfunction	 of	 autophagy	 was	 observed	 in	 Parkinson’s	 disease.	 More	precisely,	two	genes	that	are	mutated	in	autosomal	recessive	PD,	PINK1	and	Parkin,	were	shown	to	 be	 involved	 in	 the	 selective	 autophagic	 degradation	 of	 mitochondria	 (referred	 to	 as	mitophagy).	 Thus,	 defective	 clearance	 of	 damaged	mitochondria	 and	 reduced	 ATP	 production	are	thought	to	contribute	to	the	neurodegenerative	phenotype	in	PD	patients	(Corti	et	al.,	2011;	Nixon,	2013;	Pickrell	and	Youle,	2015).		The	 observation	 that	 autophagy	 is	 not	 engaged	 in	 some	neurodegenerative	 diseases,	 suggests	that	 this	 failure	 might	 contribute	 to	 the	 accumulation	 of	 protein	 aggregates	 and	 subsequent	reduced	neuronal	survival	(Ebrahimi-Fakhari	et	al.,	2013;	Kegel	et	al.,	2000;	Nixon,	2013;	Yue	et	al.,	2009).	This	latter	concept	is	supported	by	the	analysis	of	knockout	mice	of	Atg5	or	Atg7,	two	essential	 autophagy-related	 proteins,	 which	 exhibit	 robust	 hallmarks	 of	 neurodegeneration	(Hara	 et	 al.,	 2006;	 Komatsu	 et	 al.,	 2006).	 Additionally,	 impaired	 retrograde	 transport	 of	autophagosomes	 alone	 leads	 to	 a	 neurodegenerative	 phenotype	 suggesting	 that	 not	 only	 the	initiation	 of	 autophagy,	 but	 also	 the	 maturation	 and	 subsequent	 degradation	 of	 autophagic	vacuoles	(AVs)	is	indispensible	for	the	brain’s	integrity	(Cai	et	al.,	2010;	Kononenko	et	al.,	2017;	Lee	et	al.,	2011).		In	 a	 similar	 field	 of	 research,	 autophagy	 and	 its	 role	 in	 the	 aging	 brain	 are	 being	 intensively	studied.	 For	 example,	 the	 naturally	 occurring	 polyamine	 Spermidine	 is	 able	 to	 extend	 the	lifespan	 of	 various	 animal	 models	 and	 even	 of	 human	 immune	 cells	 (Eisenberg	 et	 al.,	 2009).	These	 findings	 led	 to	various	studies	 investigating	 the	mechanism	of	action	of	Spermidine	and	intriguingly,	 Spermidine	 administration	 leads	 to	 an	 improvement	 of	 age-related	 memory	impairment	through	up-regulation	of	autophagy	in	Drosophila.	More	precisely,	feeding	flies	with	Spermidine	prevented	the	age-related	increase	of	the	active	zone	and	its	proteins	by	enhanced	autophagic	 clearance	 thus	 counteracting	 age-induced	 active	 zone	 (AZ)	 changes	 and	 impaired	plasticity	(Gupta	et	al.,	2016;	Vijayan	and	Verstreken,	2017).		Taken	together,	a	balanced	autophagy	system	is	crucial	for	neuronal	maintenance	and	health.			
	













cleft.	 Retrieval	 of	 SV	 membrane	 and	 proteins	 occurs	 predominantly	 through	 clathrin-mediated	
endocytosis	 (d)	 subsequent	 to	 release	 site	 clearance	 (c).	Afterwards,	SVs	become	reacidified	and	





scaffold	proteins	Piccolo	and	Bassoon	(Waites	et	al.,	2013),	and	proteins	essential	 for	docking,	priming	 and	 fusion	 of	 SVs	 with	 the	 plasma	 membrane	 called	 RIM,	 Munc13	 and	 RIM-binding	protein	(Ackermann	et	al.,	2015).	Taken	together,	the	bouton	is	a	highly	specialized	compartment	with	dozens	of	proteins,	without	which	communication	between	neurons	would	fail.			
	








have	 been	 found	 at	 presynaptic	 boutons,	 the	 cargo	 of	 these	 autophagosomes	 is	 still	 poorly	
understood.	 For	 instance,	 it	 is	 not	 known	 whether	 synaptic	 autophagosomes	 engulf	 protein	
aggregates	or	whole	synaptic	vesicles.	Note,	it	is	still	strongly	debated	whether	mature	lysosomes	
are	 present	 at	 the	 presynaptic	 bouton.	 Adapted	 from	 Vijayan	 &	 Verstreken	 (Vijayan	 and	





and	associated	with	a	reduction	of	the	normally	very	abundant	SV	protein	Synaptophysin.	This	process	 was	 Atg5-dependent	 indicating	 that	 Bassoon	 and	 Atg5	 may	 locally	 regulate	 the	degradation	of	SVs	(Okerlund	et	al.,	2017).	Furthermore,	Binotti	et	al.	(Binotti	et	al.,	2015)	found	that	 Rab26,	 a	 small	 GTPase	 enriched	 on	 SVs,	 is	 able	 to	 direct	 SVs	 into	 preautophagosomal	structures	 through	 its	 effector	 protein	 Atg16L.	 Finally	 studies	 at	 the	Drosophila	 NMJ	 revealed	that	two	proteins	involved	in	SV	endocytosis,	Endophilin	A	and	Synaptojanin1,	are	essential	for	synaptic	autophagy	(Soukup	et	al.,	2016;	Vanhauwaert	et	al.,	2017).			Together	 these	 data	 support	 the	 hypothesis	 that	 autophagosomes	 are	 formed	 locally	 within	presynaptic	 boutons	 and	 transport	 their	 cargos	 to	 the	 soma	 for	 further	degradation	 following	their	fusion	with	lysosomes.	However,	at	present,	insult-dependent	autophagy	function	and	the	(specificity	of	the)	cargo	of	presynaptic	autophagy	are	not	well	understood.	It	is	also	not	entirely	clear	if	autophagosomes	form	locally	at	boutons	or	if	they	move	into	them	after	being	formed	in	the	axon	or	in	the	soma.		





not	require	Siah1	indicating	that	Piccolo’s	and	Bassoon’s	contribution	to	autophagic	degradation	(Okerlund	et	al.,	2017)	might	be	different	from	their	role	in	Siah1-dependent	synapse	integrity	(Waites	et	al.,	2013).		In	general,	mechanisms	regulating	quality	control	and	turnover	of	synaptic	proteins	are	not	well	understood.	 This	 is	 why	 additional	 studies	 are	 necessary	 to	 further	 unravel	 Bassoon’s	 direct	function	in	presynaptic	autophagy.	
	





components	 accumulate	 at	 synapses	 under	 stimulation	 and	 that	 the	 observed	 activity-dependent	SV2	and	VAMP2	clearance	is	not	only	ESCRT-	but	also	Rab35-dependent	(Sheehan	et	al.,	 2016).	 This	 study	 not	 only	 demonstrates	 the	 importance	 of	 ESCRT-dependent	 SV	 protein	turnover,	 but	 also	 illuminates	 other	 findings	 in	 which	 SV	 proteins	 were	 shown	 to	 have	 very	different	 half-lives	 (Cohen	 et	 al.,	 2013),	 providing	 evidence	 that	 instead	 of	 the	 degradation	 of	entire	SVs,	regulated	degradation	of	specific	SV	proteins	may	occur.		
	
















































Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-Rab7.	 (D)	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	 (E)	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-
eGFP-Rab7.	(F)	FU-Syt-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	(G)	FU-Syp-Supernova.	(H)	FU-Syp-lumSupernova-




5.2 Cell	culture	HeLa/HEK293	 cells	 and	 primary	 mouse	 hippocampal	 neurons	 were	 cultured	 under	 sterile	conditions	on	laminar	flow	clean	benches	(Safe	2020,	Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA)	and	 incubated	 in	 a	 humidified	 5%	 CO2	 and	 95%	 air	 atmosphere	 at	 37°C	 (HERAcell	 150i	 CO2	incubator,	Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA).		






5.2.2 Preparation	of	cultured	cortical/hippocampal	neurons	All	 procedures	 for	 experiments	 involving	 animals	 were	 approved	 by	 the	 animal	 welfare	committee	of	Charité	Medical	University	and	the	Berlin	state	government.	For	live	cell	 imaging	and	 immunocytochemistry,	 mouse	 cortical	 or	 hippocampal	 neuron	 cultures	 from	 mouse	 WT	animals	(C57BL/6J)	of	either	sex	were	prepared	on	glass	coverslips	using	the	Banker	protocol	(Banker	and	Goslin,	1988;	Meberg	and	Miller,	2003)	or	on	μ-Slide	8	Well	 culture	dishes	 (ibidi	GmbH,	Martinsried,	Germany).	For	Banker	cultures,	astrocytes	were	prepared	from	mouse	WT	cortices	P0-2	and	seeded	on	6-well	or	12-well	plates	at	a	density	of	10k	per	1cm2	5-7	d	before	the	 addition	 of	 neurons	 (see	 below).	 Neuronal	 cultures	 were	 prepared	 from	 cortices	 or	hippocampi	 dissected	 from	 WT	 mice	 P0-2	 brains	 in	 cold	 Hanks’	 Salt	 Solution	 (Millipore,	Darmstadt,	 Germany),	 followed	 by	 a	 30	 min	 incubation	 in	 enzyme	 solution	 (DMEM	 (Gibco,	Thermo	 Fisher	 Scientific,	 Waltham,	 USA),	 3.3mM	 Cystein,	 2mM	 CaCl2,	 1mM	 EDTA,	 20U/ml	Papain	(Worthington,	Lakewood,	USA))	at	37°C.	Papain	reaction	was	inhibited	by	the	incubation	of	 cortices	 or	 hippocampi	 in	 inhibitor	 solution	 DMEM,	 10%	 fetal	 calf	 serum	 (FCS)	 (Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA),	38mM	BSA	(Sigma-Aldrich,	St.	Louis,	USA)	and	95mM	Trypsin	Inhibitor	 (Sigma-Aldrich,	 St.	 Louis,	 USA)	 for	 5	 min.	 Afterwards,	 cells	 were	 triturated	 in	 NBA	(Neurobasal-A	Medium,	2%	B27,	1%	Glutamax,	0.2%P/S)	 (Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA)	 by	 gentle	 pipetting	 up	 and	 down.	 Isolated	 neuronal	 cells	 were	 plated	 onto	 nitric	 acid	washed	and	poly-l-lysine	coated	glass	coverslips	with	paraffin	dots	at	a	density	of	10k	per	1cm2.	After	1.5h	the	coverslips	were	placed	upside	down	onto	the	prepared	astrocytes	and	co-cultured	in	NBA	at	37°C	and	5%,	for	13-15	d	(days	in	vitro,	DIV)	before	starting	experiments.	For	cultures	on	multi-well	culture	dishes,	dissociated	hippocampal	neurons	were	plated	directly	onto	μ-Slide	8	Well	Grid-500	ibiTreat	culture	dishes	(ibidi	GmbH,	Martinsried,	Germany)	at	a	density	of	25k	per	1cm2	and	maintained	in	NBA	at	37°C,	5%	CO2,	for	13-15	d	before	starting	experiments.		
	







5.4.1 Immunocytochemistry	of	HeLa/HEK293	cells	Cells	were	fixed	with	4%	PFA	in	PBS	for	4	min	at	RT	and	washed	with	PBS	twice.	All	following	steps	were	performed	at	RT.	Permeabilization	of	the	cells	was	obtained	by	three	washing	steps	with	PBS	+	0.2%	Tween-20	(PBS-T)	for	a	total	of	30	min	followed	by	incubation	with	PBS-T	with	5%	normal	 goat	 serum	 (NGS)	 (=blocking	 solution)	 for	 another	 30	min.	 The	 primary	 antibody	was	 diluted	 in	 blocking	 solution	 and	 cells	 were	 incubated	 in	 this	 solution	 for	 45	 min.	 The	following	 antibodies	 were	 used:	 primary	 antibodies	 against	 LC3	 (1:500;	 rabbit;	 MBL	International,	Woburn,	USA;	Cat#	PM036Y),	p62	(1:200;	mouse;	BD,	Heidelberg,	Germany;	Cat#	610833).	 Afterwards	 cells	 were	 washed	 three	 times	 in	 PBS-T	 for	 10	 minutes	 each.	 The	secondary	antibody,	diluted	in	PBS-T	1:1000	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA),	was	put	onto	the	cells	for	60	min	and	washed	away	twice	with	PBS-T	and	once	with	PBS	for	10	minutes	each.	 Finally,	 coverslips	 were	 mounted	 using	 ProLong	 Diamond	 Antifade	 Mountant	 (Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA).		
	





ab167453),	Bassoon	 (1:500;	guinea	pig;	Synaptic	Systems,	Göttingen,	Germany;	Cat#	141004),	Synaptotagmin1	 (1:1000;	 mouse;	 Synaptic	 Systems,	 Göttingen,	 Germany;	 Cat#	 105011),	Synapsin1	 (1:1000;	 rabbit,	 Abcam,	 Cambridge,	 UK;	 Cat#	 ab64581),	 Chmp2b	 (1:200;	 rabbit;	Abcam,	Cambridge,	UK;	Cat#	ab33174).	Afterwards	cells	were	washed	three	times	in	PBS-T	for	10	 minutes	 each,	 incubated	 with	 the	 secondary	 antibody,	 diluted	 in	 PBS-T	 1:1000	 (Thermo	Fisher	 Scientific,	Waltham,	USA),	 for	 60	minutes	 and	washed	 twice	with	PBS-T	 and	once	with	PBS	 for	 10	 minutes	 each.	 Finally,	 coverslips	 were	 dipped	 in	 H2O	 and	 mounted	 in	 ProLong	Diamond	Antifade	Mountant	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA).			
5.4.3 Immunocytochemistry	of	Bassoon	KO	neurons	Primary	 mouse	 hippocampal	 neurons	 from	 Bassoon	 knockout	 mice	 and	 wildtype	 littermates	were	 prepared	 in	 Magdeburg	 as	 described	 previously	 (Davydova	 et	 al.,	 2014).	 Neurons	(expressing	 FU-ptf-LC3/FU-RFP-LC3/FU-eGFP-shAtg5),	 DIV	 13-15,	 were	 either	 treated	 with	1μM	wortmannin	for	16	hours	or	left	untreated	and	fixed	and	quenched	with	25mM	glycine	in	PBS.	Afterwards,	 cells	were	permeabilized	and	blocked	with	PBS	+	2%	BSA	+	5%	NGS	+	0.2%	Tween-20	for	1	hour.	Subsequently,	neurons	were	incubated	with	primary	antibodies,	diluted	in	PBS	+	2%	BSA	+	5%	NGS	(=blocking	solution),	for	1	hour	at	RT.	The	following	antibodies	were	used:	primary	antibody	Synaptophysin1	(1:1000;	mouse;	Synaptic	Systems,	Göttingen,	Germany;	Cat#	 101011).	 Afterwards	 cells	were	washed	 three	 times	 in	 blocking	 solution	 for	 10	minutes	each,	incubated	with	the	secondary	antibody	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA),	diluted	in	blocking	solution,	for	60	minutes	and	washed	once	with	blocking	solution	and	twice	with	PBS	for	10	minutes	each.	Finally,	coverslips	were	dipped	in	H2O	and	mounted	in	ProLong	Diamond	Antifade	Mountant	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA).			





Triton	 X-100,	 1%	 NP-40,	 0.5%	 Deoxycholate,	 protease	 inhibitor	 cOmplete	 Tablets	 1x)	 and	incubated	for	5	minutes	on	ice.	Afterwards,	cell	suspension	was	centrifuged	at	13000rpm	for	10	min	after	which	the	supernatant	was	transferred	into	a	new	tube.	For	synaptosome	suspension	(and	 cytosol	 fraction)	 preparation,	 cortical	 or	 hippocampal	 neurons	 were	 treated	 with	 2μM	rapamycin	for	either	10	minutes	or	2	hours.	Next,	cells	were	lysed	in	Syn-PER	Synaptic	Protein	Extraction	 Reagent	 (Thermo	 Fisher	 Scientific,	Waltham,	 USA)	 according	 to	 the	manufacturers	instructions.	 Briefly,	 cells	 were	 washed	 with	 cold	 PBS,	 detached	 by	mechanical	 force	 in	 100-200μl	Syn-PER	Reagent	and	centrifuged	at	1200g	for	15	min.	The	supernatant	was	centrifuged	at	15000g	 for	 20	 min	 and	 the	 cytosol	 fraction	 was	 collected.	 Last,	 the	 synaptosome	 pellet	 was	resuspended	 in	 Syn-PER	 Reagent.	 Subsequently,	 the	 protein	 concentration	 was	 determined	using	 the	 Pierce	 BCA	 Protein	 Assay	 Kit	 (Thermo	 Fisher	 Scientific,	 Waltham,	 USA).	 The	 same	amount	 of	 total	 protein	 (6.5-10μg)	 was	 then	 separated	 by	 SDS-PAGE	 and	 transferred	 onto	 a	PVDF	 membrane.	 Afterwards,	 the	 membrane	 was	 blocked	 in	 5%	milk	 in	 TBS-T	 (20mM	 Tris,	150mM	NaCl,	0.1%	Tween-20)	 for	1	hour	 followed	by	primary	antibody	 incubation	(1:1000	 in	3%	 milk	 in	 TBS-T)	 over	 night	 or	 for	 72	 hours	 at	 4°C.	 The	 following	 antibodies	 were	 used:	primary	 antibody	 against	 mCherry	 (1:1000;	 rabbit;	 Abcam,	 Cambridge,	 UK;	 Cat#	 ab167453),	LC3	 (1:1000;	 rabbit;	 Sigma-Aldrich,	 St.	 Louis,	 USA;	 Cat#	 L7543),	 beta-Tubulin	 III	 (1:2000;	mouse;	 Sigma-Aldrich,	 St.	 Louis,	 USA;	 Cat#	 T8660),	 Actin	 (1:1000;	 rabbit;	 Sigma-Aldrich,	 St.	Louis,	 USA;	 Cat#	A2066),	 Killerred	 (recognizes	 Supernova)	 (1:1000;	 rabbit;	 evrogen,	Moscow,	Russia;	 Cat#	 AB961)	 and	 Synaptophysin1	 (1:1000;	 mouse;	 Synaptic	 Systems,	 Göttingen,	Germany;	Cat#	101011).	Afterwards,	the	membrane	was	washed	three	times	with	TBS-T	for	10	minutes	 each	 and	 incubated	with	 HRP-conjugated	 secondary	 antibody	 (1:2500	 in	 3%	milk	 in	TBS-T)	(Sigma-Aldrich,	St.	Louis,	USA).	for	1	hour	at	RT.	Afterwards,	the	membrane	was	washed	three	times	with	TBS-T	and	bands	were	visualized	using	the	imaging	system	Fusion	FX7	(Vilber,	Collégien,	 France)	 using	 20x	 LumiGLO	 Reagent	 and	 20x	 Peroxidase	 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, 
USA).		
	









5.7.1 Bleaching	of	HEK293	cells	expressing	Supernova-constructs	HEK293	 cells	 were	 seeded	 on	 glass	 coverslips	 and	 transfected	 with	 FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 using	 X-tremeGENE	 9	 DNA	 Transfection	 Reagent	 according	 to	 the	 manufacturers	instructions.	At	DIV	2	post	 transfection,	 live	cell	experiments	were	performed	using	a	custom-built	chamber	designed	for	liquid	perfusion	at	37°C.	Cells	were	imaged	in	tyrodes	buffer	pH	7.4	(119mM	 NaCl,	 2.5mM	 KCl,	 25mM	 HEPES,	 2mM	 CaCl2,	 2mM	 MgCl2,	 30mM	 glucose).	 The	Supernova	signal	was	bleached	for	three	times	30	s,	respectively,	using	563nm	wavelength	light	from	a	mercury	lamp	(100%	HXP	120	V,	43	HE	filter	set	563/581).	Images	were	acquired	before	and	 after	 each	 bleaching	 step.	 Additionally,	 images	 were	 acquired	 5	 and	 15	 minutes	 after	bleaching.			
5.7.2 Bleaching	of	primary	hippocampal	neurons	expressing	Supernova/mCherry-









fixation,	 neurons	 were	 immunostained	 (ICC)	 against	 various	 proteins	 and	 reimaged	 using	 the	
alphabetical	grid	on	the	μ-Slide	8	Well	Grid-500	plates.		
5.8 Basal	autophagy	in	primary	hippocampal	neurons	Primary	 hippocampal	 neurons	 in	 μ-Slide	 8	 Well	 Grid-500	 ibiTreat	 (ibidi	 GmbH,	 Martinsried,	Germany)	 culture	 dishes	 expressing	 FU-eGFP-LC3	were	 left	 untreated	 and	 fixed	 at	DIV	13-15.	Afterwards,	 neurons	 were	 immunostained	 with	 antibodies	 against	 GFP,	 Bassoon	 and	Synaptophysin1,	 Synapsin1	 or	 Synaptotagmin1	 (for	 procedure	 see	 immunocytochemistry	 of	hippocampal	neurons).		
	





CaCl2,	2mM	MgCl2,	30mM	glucose)	containing	FM	4-64	dye	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA)	 at	 a	 final	 concentration	 of	 1μg	 per	 ml.	 After	 stimulation,	 cells	 were	 washed	 with	 20ml	tyrodes	buffer	and	subsequently	imaged.	Untreated	cells	were	used	as	a	control.	For	Supernova	experiments,	 primary	 hippocampal	 neurons,	 expressing	 FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 or	FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3,	were	used	for	live	cell	experiments.	Neurons	were	stimulated	for	90	seconds	in	90mM	KCl	buffer	containing	FM	1-43	dye	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific,	Waltham,	USA)	 at	 a	 final	 concentration	 of	 1μg	 per	 ml.	 After	 stimulation,	 cells	 were	 washed	 with	 20ml	tyrodes	 buffer	 and	 subsequently	 imaged.	 In	 order	 to	 inhibit	 autophagy	 during	 Supernova	experiments,	1μM	wortmannin	was	added	to	neurons	1	min	before	light	activation	of	Supernova	and	~	5	min	before	stimulation.	Note	that	wortmannin	was	present	in	all	solutions	(90mM	KCl	FM	1-43	dye,	tyrodes	washing).		
	





equipped	with	 a	 Ultra	 45	 diamond	 knife	 (Ultra	 45,	 DiATOME,	Hatfield,	 USA)	 and	 collected	 on	formvar-coated	200-mesh	copper	grids	(EMS).	Sections	were	counterstained	with	uranyl	acetate	and	 lead	 citrate	 and	 imaged	 in	 a	 FEI	 Tecnai	 G20	 Transmission	 Electron	 Microscope	 (FEI,	Hillsboro,	 USA)	 operated	 at	 80-200	 keV	 and	 equipped	 with	 a	 Veleta	 2K	 x	 2K	 CCD	 camera	(Olympus,	Hamburg,	Germany).	Around	200	electron	micrographs	were	collected	 (pixel	 size	=	0.7nm)	 for	 each	 sample.	 Data	 were	 analyzed	 blindly	 using	 the	 ImageJ	 software.	 Double-membraned	structures	per	presynaptic	terminal	were	counted.				





















6.1 Rapamycin	predominantly	induces	synaptic	autophagy	To	 determine	whether	 autophagy	 can	 be	 induced	 in	 hippocampal	 neurons,	 I	 first	 utilized	 the	mTOR	inhibitor	rapamycin	in	Western	Blot	analyses.	The	soluble	form	of	LC3	is	defined	as	LC3-I	and	LC3	that	is	conjugated	to	the	autophagosome	is	defined	as	LC3-II.	Thus,	LC3-II	is	an	excellent	marker	to	monitor	autophagy	(Fleming	et	al.,	2011;	Mizushima	et	al.,	2010;	Satoo	et	al.,	2009).	rapamycin	is	a	widely	used	autophagy	activator	(Hernandez	et	al.,	2012;	Klionsky	et	al.,	2012).	For	autophagy	 induction,	hippocampal	neurons	were	 treated	with	1μM	rapamycin	and	100nM	bafilomycin	A1	for	2	hours.			
	
Figure	7:	Rapamycin	induces	autophagy	at	synapses	in	hippocampal	neurons.	(A)	Western	Blot	of	







R)	 or	 1μM	 rapamycin	 and	 1μM	wortmannin	 (1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	W)	 for	 2	 hours	 before	 fixation	 and	
stained	 with	 antibodies	 against	 Synaptophysin1	 (Syp1)	 and	 LC3.	 Control	 neurons	 were	 left	
untreated.	 (C)	Quantification	 of	 the	 normalized	 LC3-II/LC3-I	 ratio	 from	 (A).	 Note	 that	 rapamycin	
causes	a	high	but	insignificant	change	in	the	ratio	(control	=	1	±	0.111,	3	independent	experiments;	
1µM	 R	 =	 2.76	 ±	 0.807,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	 (D)	 Quantification	 of	 the	 normalized	 LC3	
intensity	 in	 Synaptophysin1	 positive	 puncta	 from	 (B).	 Note	 that	 the	 LC3	 intensity	 at	 rapamycin	
treated	boutons	is	increased	and	that	this	effect	is	rescued	by	the	addition	of	wortmannin	(control	
=	1	±	0.034,	n	=	643	synapses,	4	independent	experiments;	1μM	R	=	1.35	±	0.088,	n	=	607	synapses,	
4	 independent	 experiments;	 1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	W	 =	 1.13	 ±	 0.057,	 n	 =	 532	 synapses,	 4	 independent	
experiments).	(E	and	F)	Images	of	hippocampal	neurons	treated	with	either	1μM	rapamycin	(1μM	
R)	 or	 1μM	 rapamycin	 and	 1μM	wortmannin	 (1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	W)	 for	 2	 hours	 before	 fixation	 and	
stained	with	antibodies	against	LC3	and	Synaptophysin1	(E)	or	LC3	and	the	somatodendritic	marker	
MAP2	(F).	Control	neurons	were	left	untreated.	(G)	Quantification	of	the	number	of	LC3	puncta	per	













axon	 did	 not	 change.	 No	 differences	 between	 treated	 neurons	 and	 untreated	 control	 neurons	could	be	observed	(Figure	7E	and	G).	In	line	with	this,	endogenous	levels	of	LC3	are	not	altered	in	 neuron	 somas	 after	 rapamycin	 treatment	 (Figure	 7F	 and	 H).	 To	 summarize,	 these	 data	indicate	 that	 rapamycin	predominantly	 induces	 synaptic	 autophagy	 as	monitored	by	 antibody	staining	against	endogenous	LC3.		







Figure	 8:	 Rapamycin	 treatment	 leads	 to	 decreased	 FM	 dye	 uptake	 and	 a	 loss	 of	
Synaptophysin1/Homer1	 positive	 synapses.	 (A)	 Schematic	 of	 FM	 dye	 uptake	 during	 a	 stimulus.	
Images	of	 hippocampal	 neurons	 treated	with	 either	 1μM	 rapamycin	 (1μM	R)	 or	 1μM	 rapamycin	
and	 1μM	wortmannin	 (1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	W)	 for	 2	 hours	 before	 FM	 4-64	 dye	 uptake	 experiments.	
Control	neurons	were	left	untreated.	(B)	Images	of	hippocampal	neurons	treated	with	either	1μM	
rapamycin	(1μM	R)	or	1μM	rapamycin	and	1μM	wortmannin	(1μM	R	+	1μM	W)	for	2	hours	before	




4	 independent	 experiments;	 1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	W	 =	 0.89	 ±	 0.031,	 n	 =	 133	 synapses,	 2	 independent	
experiments).	(D)	Quantification	of	the	number	of	synapses	per	10μm	dendrite	from	(B).	Not	that	
the	 number	 of	 synapses	 is	 significantly	 reduced	 in	 the	 rapamycin	 treated	 neurons	 and	 that	 this	
effect	 is	 partly	 rescued	 by	 addition	 of	 wortmannin	 (control	 =	 1.41	 ±	 0.088,	 n	 =	 48	 dendrites,	 4	
independent	 experiments;	 1μM	R	 =	 0.95	 ±	 0.085,	 n	 =	 43	 dendrites,	 4	 independent	 experiments;	
1μM	R	+	1μM	W	=	1.19	±	0.083,	n	=	46	dendrites,	4	independent	experiments).	(E)	Quantification	of	
the	number	of	Synaptophysin1	positive	puncta	per	10μm	dendrite	from	(B)	(control	=	1.80	±	0.122,	
n	 =	 45	 dendrites,	 4	 independent	 experiments;	 1μM	 R	 =	 1.38	 ±	 0.127,	 n	 =	 41	 dendrites,	 4	
independent	 experiments;	 1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	 W	 =	 1.64	 ±	 0.113,	 n	 =	 41	 dendrites,	 4	 independent	
experiments).	(F)	Quantification	of	the	number	of	Homer1	positive	puncta	per	10μm	dendrite	from	
(B)	(control	=	1.72	±	0.097,	n	=	45	dendrites,	4	independent	experiments;	1μM	R	=	1.46	±	0.110,	n	=	
41	 dendrites,	 4	 independent	 experiments;	 1μM	 R	 +	 1μM	W	 =	 1.78	 ±	 0.095,	 n	 =	 41	 dendrites,	 4	





comparisons	 test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	
**p<0.01,	*p<0.05.		
6.3 Establishing	a	vector	system	to	specifically	monitor	presynaptic	autophagy		The	 autophagy	 marker	 LC3	 is	 an	 abundant	 protein	 present	 in	 both	 the	 axonal	 and	 the	somatodendritic	arbor,	making	it	very	difficult	to	distinguish	between	pre-	and	postsynaptic	LC3	levels.	 Therefore	 I	 established	 a	 reporter	 construct	 (FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3)	 that	enables	me	 to	mainly	monitor	presynaptic	 and	axonal	 autophagy.	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 is	 a	 lentiviral	 vector	 expressing	 the	 synaptic	 vesicle	 protein	 Synaptophysin	 tagged	 with	mCherry	 and	 the	 autophagy	 marker	 LC3	 fused	 to	 eGFP	 under	 the	 control	 of	 an	 ubiquitin	promotor	 (Figure	 10A).	 To	 allow	 the	 independent	 expression	 of	 Synaptophysin-mCherry	 and	eGFP-LC3,	 the	 sequence	 of	 the	 self-cleaving	 peptide	 P2A	was	 placed	 between	 the	 two	 coding	sequences	 (Figure	 10A).	 Through	 a	 sparse	 infection	 this	 vector	 system	 allows	 one	 to	 follow	eGFP-LC3	 level	 at	 Synaptophysin-mCherry	 positive	 synapses	 formed	 on	 top	 of	 uninfected	neurons	(Figure	9).		
	
Figure	 9:	 Monitoring	 presynaptic	 autophagy	 with	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	 Schematic	 of	
sparse	 infection	 (A)	versus	high	 infection	 (B).	Sparse	 infection	 (A)	enables	 the	reviewer	 to	 follow	













promotor.	 P2A	 cleavage	 peptide	 separates	 the	 two	 proteins.	 (B)	 Autophagy	 induction	 (EBSS	 +	
100μM	 chloroquine	 for	 2	 hours)	 of	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 expressing	 HeLa	 cells,	
demonstrating	 that	 following	 autophagy	 induction	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 colocalize	 with	 both	
endogenous	 LC3	 and	 p62,	 but	 not	 Syp-mCherry.	 (C)	 Live	 cell	 imaging	 of	 cultured	 hippocampal	
neurons	 expressing	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	 Syp-mCherry	 and	 eGFP-LC3	 exhibit	 different	
patterns	 indicating	 P2A	 mediated	 cleavage	 (arrow	 indicates	 Syp-mCherry	 puncta,	 arrowhead	
indicates	colocalization	of	Syp-mCherry	and	eGFP-LC3).	(D)	Representative	images	of	hippocampal	
neurons	 expressing	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 immunostained	 with	 antibodies	 against	 the	
postsynaptic	 protein	 Homer1.	 Colocalization	 of	 Syp-mCherry	 and	 Homer1	 indicate	 presynaptic	







ratio	 of	 Syp-mCherry/Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 band	 indicates	 efficient	 cleavage.	 Scale	 bars:	
10μm.	Adapted	from	Hoffmann	et	al.	(Hoffmann	et	al.,	forthcoming).				To	 analyze	 whether	 Synaptophysin-mCherry	 and	 eGFP-LC3	 exhibited	 the	 appropriate	subcellular	 localization	 in	 differentiated	 neuron	 cells,	 I	 performed	 live	 cell	 experiments	 with	infected	hippocampal	neurons	at	14	DIV.	As	shown	in	 figure	10C,	Synaptophysin-mCherry	and	eGFP-LC3	exhibit	distinct	distribution	after	protein	synthesis	(green	and	red	spots),	consistent	with	 the	 efficient	 cleavage	 of	 the	 P2A	 peptide.	 Furthermore,	 Synaptophysin-mCherry	 was	correctly	 recruited	 into	 the	 presynaptic	 compartment,	 as	 it	 specifically	 colocalizes	 with	 the	postsynaptic	density	(PSD)	protein	Homer1	(Figure	10D)	along	uninfected	dendrites.	As	Synaptophysin-mCherry	and	eGFP-LC3	are	expressed	as	a	fusion	protein	and	become	cleaved	after	protein	synthesis,	I	further	checked	protein	cleavage	efficiency	through	the	P2A	sequence	(Kim	 et	 al.,	 2011).	 Western	 Blot	 analysis	 was	 performed	 with	 lysate	 from	 infected	 primary	hippocampal	 cultures.	 Protein	 detection	 via	 mCherry	 antibody	 enabled	 the	 relative	quantification	 of	 Synaptophysin-mCherry	 level	 compared	 to	 the	 fusion	 protein	 Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	 The	 Synaptophysin-mCherry	 protein	 band	 was	 expected	 to	 run	 at	 approx.	66.8kDa,	while	 the	 fusion	 protein	 band	was	 expected	 at	 approx.	 115.5kDa.	 Indeed,	 the	 fusion	protein	 level	was	only	a	minor	 fraction	 (<10%	of	 total	protein)	of	 the	 cleaved	Synaptophysin-mCherry	level.	The	lysate	of	uninfected	cells	(UT)	did	not	show	any	mCherry	signal	(Figure	10E).	These	 data	 indicate	 that	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 can	 be	 used	 to	 specifically	 monitor	presynaptic	autophagy.		
6.4 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	is	a	useful	tool	to	monitor	presynaptic	
















minutes	 (F	 and	 G)	 of	 2μM	 rapamycin	 treatment.	 (D:	 control	 =	 1	 ±	 0.094,	 n	 =	 412	 synapses,	 3	
independent	 experiments;	 2μM	 R	 (2h)	 =	 1.36	 ±	 0.164,	 n	 =	 301	 synapses,	 3	 independent	
experiments).	 (E:	control	=	2.72	±	0.529,	n	=	40	axons,	4	 independent	experiments;	2μM	R	(2h)	=	
4.80	±	0.928,	n	=	20	axons,	2	independent	experiments).	(F:	control	=	1	±	0.094,	n	=	412	synapses,	3	
independent	 experiments;	 2μM	 R	 (10min)	 =	 1.73	 ±	 0.092,	 n	 =	 343	 synapses,	 3	 independent	
experiments).	(G:	control	=	2.72	±	0.529,	n	=	40	axons,	4	independent	experiments;	2μM	R	(10min)	




mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 and	 treated	 with	 1μM	 wortmannin	 (W)	 prior	 and	 during	 a	 10	 minute	




0.98	 ±	 0.036,	 n	 =	 152	 synapses,	 2	 independent	 experiments).	 (K:	 control	 =	 2.72	 ±	 0.529,	 n	 =	 40	
axons,	 4	 independent	 experiments;	 2μM	R	 (10min)	 =	 5.05	 ±	 0.695,	 n	 =	 47	 axons,	 4	 independent	
experiments;	2μM	R	+	1μM	W	(10min)	=	1.92	±	0.573,	n	=	20	axons,	2	independent	experiments).	
Scale	bars:	5μm.	Error	bars	represent	SEM.	Unpaired	T-test	(D,	E,	F,	G	and	H)	and	ANOVA	Tukey’s	
multiple	 comparisons	 test	 (J	 and	 K)	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	











compared	 to	 the	 cytosol	 fraction	 (right).	 Data	 indicate	 that	 synaptic	 autophagy	 can	 be	 rapidly	
induced	 by	 rapamycin	 treatment.	 (C-E)	 Quantification	 of	 LC3-II/Actin	 from	 the	 synaptosome	
suspensions	 from	A	 (C	 and	D)	 and	B	 (E).	 (C:	 control	 =	 0.29	 ±	 0.111,	 5	 independent	 experiments;	
2μM	 R	 (10min)	 =	 0.44	 ±	 0.101,	 5	 independent	 experiments).	 (D:	 control	 =	 0.35	 ±	 0.178,	 3	
independent	experiments;	 2μM	R	 (2h)	=	0.84	±	0.200,	3	 independent	experiments).	 (E:	 control	 =	
0.13	 ±	 0.029,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	 2μM	 R	 (10min)	 =	 0.50	 ±	 0.173,	 3	 independent	
experiments).	 Error	 bars	 represent	 SEM.	 Unpaired	 T-test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	
significance.	Adapted	from	Hoffmann	et	al.	(Hoffmann	et	al.,	forthcoming).				
6.5 Establishing	a	vector	system	to	spatiotemporally	induce	presynaptic	





2013),	a	monomeric	version	of	Killerred	(Bulina	et	al.,	2006),	previously	shown	to	generate	ROS	following	 its	 excitation	with	 intense	 543nm	 laser	 light.	 As	with	 other	 photosensitizers,	 short-lived	ROS	generated	by	Supernova	are	expected	to	damage	proteins	within	1-4nm	of	the	source	(Linden	 et	 al.,	 1992;	 Takemoto	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 Thus	 to	 restrict	 the	 actions	 of	 the	 ROS	 to	 SVs,	 I	initially	 fused	 Supernova	 to	 the	 cytoplasmic	 tail	 of	 the	 SV	 protein	 Synaptophysin	 (creating	Synaptophysin-Supernova;	Syp-SN).	This	was	then	subcloned	and	co-expressed	with	eGFP-LC3	via	my	lentiviral	vector	(FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3)	(Figure	14A).		Regarding	ROS-induced	damage,	my	working	hypothesis	was	that	the	light-activated	production	of	 ROS	 by	 Supernova	 tethered	 to	 Synaptophysin	 would	 locally	 damage	 SV	 proteins	 within	presynaptic	boutons	and	thus	trigger	clearance	mechanisms	such	as	autophagy	(Figure	13A).	In	contrast,	unbleached	synapses	within	the	same	network	would	not	generate	any	ROS	and	serve	as	 control	 synapses.	 If	 autophagy	 is	 indeed	 responsible	 for	 the	 clearance	 of	 damaged	 SV	proteins,	eGFP-LC3	organelles	would	appear	at	these	bleached	synapses	(Figure	13C).			
	
Figure	 13:	 Inducing	 and	 monitoring	 presynaptic	 autophagy	 with	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	
Schematic	 of	 working	 hypothesis.	 (A)	 Supernova-tagged	 Synaptophysin	 (Syp-SN)	 locates	 to	
synapses	and	bleaching	thereof	creates	reactive	oxygen	species	(ROS)	with	a	half-radius	of	3-4nm.	
(B)	During	bleaching,	Supernova	fluorescence	decreases.	(C)	Damage	of	Syp-SN	leads	to	activation	












Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 expressing	 Synaptophysin-Supernova	 (Syp-SN)	 and	 eGFP-LC3	 under	 an	
ubiquitin	 promotor.	 P2A	 cleavage	 peptide	 separates	 the	 two	 proteins.	 (B)	 Autophagy	 induction	
(EBSS	+	100μM	chloroquine	for	2	hours)	of	FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	expressing	HeLa	cells,	
demonstrating	 that	 following	autophagy	 induction	eGFP-LC3	puncta	 colocalize	with	p62,	 but	not	
Syp-Supernova.	 (C)	 Live	 cell	 imaging	 of	 HeLa	 cells	 expressing	 FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	




before).	 (E)	 Representative	 images	 of	 hippocampal	 neurons	 expressing	 FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-
eGFP-LC3	immunostained	with	antibodies	against	the	postsynaptic	protein	Homer1.	Colocalization	
of	 Syp-Supernova	 and	 Homer1	 indicate	 presynaptic	 targeting	 of	 Syp-Supernova.	 (F)	 Western	
analysis	 of	 lysates	 from	 hippocampal	 neurons	 infected	 (TD)	 or	 uninfected	 (UT)	 with	 FU-Syp-
Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 and	 stained	 with	 Supernova	 (Killerred)	 antibodies.	 Upper	 band:	









Figure	 15:	 DHE	 assay	 confirms	 superoxide	 generation	 after	 Supernova	 bleaching.	 (A)	
Representative	 images	 of	 HEK293	 cells	 expressing	 either	 no	 vector	 (UT),	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-
eGFP-LC3	(mCherry)	or	FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	(Supernova)	before	and	15	minutes	after	
60	 seconds	of	 bleaching,	 respectively.	 (B)	Quantification	of	 (A).	Note	 that	 there	 is	 a	 significantly	
higher	decrease	in	DHEblue	 in	FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	transfected	cells	compared	to	both	
controls	(UT	=	51.08	±	5.566,	n	=	26	cells,	3	independent	experiments;	mCh	=	102	±	12.680,	n	=	36	
cells,	 4	 independent	 experiments;	 SN	 =	 157	 ±	 21.310,	 n	 =	 31	 cells,	 4	 independent	 experiments).	
Scale	bars:	20μm.	Error	bars	represent	SEM.	ANOVA	Tukey’s	multiple	comparisons	test	was	used	to	
evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	 **p<0.01,	 *p<0.05.	 Adapted	 from	
Hoffmann	et	al.	(Hoffmann	et	al.,	forthcoming).						








(A)	 Low-magnification	 images	 of	 hippocampal	 neurons	 expressing	 FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-
LC3	 grown	 on	 top	 of	 uninfected	 neurons	 before	 and	 after	 photobleaching	 a	 region	 of	 interest	
(dashed	 line).	 Boxes	 represent	 areas	 within	 (red)	 and	 outside	 (black)	 bleached	 area	 used	 for	
analysis.	 (B)	eGFP-LC3	distribution	 in	axons	 from	(C)	before	bleaching	and	antibody	staining	 (live	
cell	 image).	 (C-E)	 Images	of	 axon	 segments	 (5	minutes,	 1	 hour	 and	2	hours	 after	 bleaching)	 that	
were	 subsequently	 fixed	 and	 stained	 with	 antibodies	 against	 GFP	 to	 detect	 eGFP-LC3	 and	
Supernova	 to	 detect	 Syp-SN.	 Data	 indicate	 that	 autophagy	 at	 synapses	 can	 be	 rapidly	 induced	
through	Syp-SN	photobleaching.	(F)	Quantification	of	normalized	eGFP-LC3	intensities	within	Syp-
SN	puncta	5	minutes	(C)	after	bleaching	(unbleached	=	1	±	0.057,	n	=	119	synapses,	3	independent	





Quantification	 of	 the	 normalized	 number	 of	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 per	 unit	 axon	 length,	 in	 axons	 5	
minutes	 after	 photobleaching	 (C)	 (unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.166,	 n	 =	 17	 axons,	 3	 independent	







(E)	 after	 bleaching	 (unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.054,	 n	 =	 136	 synapses,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	
bleached	=	1.22	±	0.065,	n	=	141	synapses,	3	independent	experiments).	(K)	Quantification	of	the	
normalized	 number	 of	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 per	 unit	 axon	 length,	 in	 axons	 2	 hours	 after	
photobleaching	(E)	(unbleached	=	1	±	0.173,	n	=	23	axons,	3	independent	experiments;	bleached	=	
2.75	±	0.336,	n	=	22	axons,	3	independent	experiments).	Scale	bars:	50μm	(B),	10μm	(C,	D	and	E).	
Error	 bars	 represent	 SEM.	 Unpaired	 T-test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	
****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	 **p<0.01,	 *p<0.05.	 Adapted	 from	 Hoffmann	 et	 al.	 (Hoffmann	 et	 al.,	
forthcoming).						







(A,	 B	 and	 C)	 Images	 of	 hippocampal	 neurons	 expressing	 FU-Syp-mCherry-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 (A),	 FU-
Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 (B	 and	C)	 that	were	 fixed	 and	 stained	with	 antibodies	 against	GFP	
and	 Supernova/mCherry	 (XY)	 1	 hour	 after	 photobleaching,	 either	 in	 the	 absence	 (A	 and	 B)	 or	
presence	 of	 60μM	 N-acetyl-L-cysteine	 (NAC)	 (C).	 (D)	 Quantification	 of	 normalized	 eGFP-LC3	
intensities	 within	 Syp-XY	 puncta	 (mCh	 =	 1.15	 ±	 0.049,	 n	 =	 489	 synapses,	 4	 independent	
experiments;	SN	=	1.37	±	0.056,	n	=	450	synapses,	4	independent	experiments;	SN	+	NAC	=	1.18	±	
0.057,	n	=	198	synapses,	3	independent	experiments).	Scale	bars:	10μm.	Error	bars	represent	SEM.	
ANOVA	 Tukey’s	 multiple	 comparisons	 test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	
****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	 **p<0.01,	 *p<0.05.	 Adapted	 from	 Hoffmann	 et	 al.	 (Hoffmann	 et	 al.,	











5	min	 (B)	after	bleaching	 (unbleached	=	1	±	0.077,	n	=	74	 synapses,	3	 independent	experiments;	
bleached	 =	 1.50	 ±	 0.126,	 n	 =	 75	 synapses,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	 (F)	 Quantification	 of	
normalized	LC3	intensities	within	Syp-SN/Bsn	puncta	1	hour	(C)	after	bleaching	(unbleached	=	1	±	
0.072,	n	=	59	 synapses,	3	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.31	±	0.092,	n	=	49	 synapses,	3	
independent	 experiments).	 (G)	 Quantification	 of	 normalized	 LC3	 intensities	 within	 Syp-SN/Bsn	
puncta	 2	 hours	 (D)	 after	 bleaching	 (unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.069,	 n	 =	 60	 synapses,	 3	 independent	
experiments;	bleached	=	1.43	±	0.101,	n	=	60	 synapses,	 3	 independent	experiments).	 Scale	bars:	
10μm.	 Error	 bars	 represent	 SEM.	 Unpaired	 T-test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	
****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	 **p<0.01,	 *p<0.05.	 Adapted	 from	 Hoffmann	 et	 al.	 (Hoffmann	 et	 al.,	
forthcoming).					











Figure	 19:	 ROS-induced	 increase	 in	 eGFP-LC3	 levels	 at	 presynaptic	 boutons	 is	 PI3K-	 and	 Atg5-
dependent.	(A	and	B)	Images	of	hippocampal	neurons	expressing	FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	
that	 were	 fixed	 and	 stained	 with	 antibodies	 against	 GFP	 and	 Supernova	 2	 hours	 after	
photobleaching,	 either	 in	 the	 absence	 (A)	 or	 presence	 of	 1μM	 wortmannin	 (W)	 (B).	 (C	 and	 D)	
Quantification	 of	 normalized	 eGFP-LC3	 intensities	 within	 Syp-SN	 puncta	 (C)	 or	 the	 normalized	







experiments;	 bleached	 =	 2.35	 ±	 0.403,	 n	 =	 21	 axons,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	 (E	 and	 F)	
Quantification	of	normalized	eGFP-LC3	intensities	within	Syp-SN	puncta	(E)	or	number	of	eGFP-LC3	
puncta	 per	 unit	 axon	 length	 (F)	 in	 culture	 treated	 with	 wortmannin	 before	 and	 after	
photobleaching.	 (E:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.057,	 n	 =	 179	 synapses,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	
bleached	=	0.95	±	0.055,	n	=	164	synapses,	3	independent	experiments).	(F:	unbleached	=	1	±	0.228,	
n	=	18	axons,	3	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	2.22	±	0.348,	n	=	21	axons,	3	 independent	
experiments).	 (G	 and	 H)	 Images	 of	 hippocampal	 neurons	 expressing	 F-U6-scRNA(SC)-U-Syp-
Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 (G)	 or	 F-U6-shAtg5-U-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 (H)	 that	were	 fixed	
and	 stained	with	 antibodies	 against	 GFP	 and	 Supernova	 2	 hours	 after	 photobleaching.	 (I	 and	 J)	
Quantification	 of	 normalized	 eGFP-LC3	 intensities	 within	 Syp-SN	 puncta	 (I)	 or	 the	 normalized	
number	of	eGFP-LC3	puncta	per	unit	axon	length	(J)	in	cultures	expressing	F-U6-scRNA(SC)-U-Syp-
Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	 (I:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.058,	 n	 =	 134	 synapses,	 3	 independent	
experiments;	 bleached	 =	 1.35	 ±	 0.073,	 n	 =	 178	 synapses,	 3	 independent	 experiments)	 (J:	
unbleached	=	1	±	0.090,	n	=	27	axons,	3	independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.67	±	0.107,	n	=	27	
axons,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	 (K	 and	 L)	 Quantification	 of	 normalized	 eGFP-LC3	 intensities	
within	 Syp-SN	 puncta	 (K)	 or	 number	 of	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 per	 unit	 axon	 length	 (L)	 in	 cultures	
expressing	 F-U6-shAtg5-U-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3.	 (K:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.052,	 n	 =	 109	
synapses,	3	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	0.98	±	0.055,	n	=	127	synapses,	3	 independent	
experiments).	 (L:	 unbleached	=	 1	 ±	 0.103,	 n	 =	 27	 axons,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	 bleached	=	
1.22	 ±	 0.122,	 n	 =	 27	 axons,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	 Scale	 bars:	 10μm.	 Error	 bars	 represent	
SEM.	 Unpaired	 T-test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	
**p<0.01,	*p<0.05.	Adapted	from	Hoffmann	et	al.	(Hoffmann	et	al.,	forthcoming).						





Figure	 20:	 Syp-SN	mediated	 ROS	 production	 increases	 autophagic	 vacuoles	 (AVs)	 in	 presynaptic	
terminals.	 (A	 and	 B)	 Example	 EM	 micrographs	 of	 organelles	 quantified	 as	 autophagic	 vacuoles	
(AVs)	 (A)	 or	 multivesicular	 bodies	 (MVBs)	 (B).	 (C	 and	 F)	 Representative	 EM	 micrographs	 of	
bleached	 or	 unbleached	 synapses	 10	 (C)	 or	 40	 (F)	 minutes	 after	 photobleaching.	 Arrowheads	
indicate	double	membraned	AVs.	Note,	#	of	AVs	but	not	MVBs	is	significantly	increased	10	minutes	
following	Syp-SN	mediated	ROS	production.	(D	and	E)	Quantification	of	the	number	of	AVs	(D)	or	
MVBs	 (E)	 per	 terminal	 10	minutes	 after	 photobleaching	 (D:	 unbleached	 =	 0.05	 ±	 0.018,	 n	 =	 228	
synapses,	1	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	0.17	±	0.044,	n	=	198	synapses,	2	 independent	
experiments)	 (E:	 unbleached	 =	 0.04	 ±	 0.013,	 n	 =	 228	 synapses,	 2	 independent	 experiments;	
bleached	=	0.05	±	0.016,	n	=	198	synapses,	2	independent	experiments).	(G	and	H)	Quantification	of	
the	number	of	AVs	(G)	or	MVBs	(H)	per	terminal	40	minutes	after	photobleaching	(G:	unbleached	=	
0.04	 ±	 0.016,	 n	 =	 138	 synapses,	 2	 independent	 experiments;	 bleached	 =	 0.09	 ±	 0.028,	 n	 =	 215	
synapses,	 2	 independent	 experiments)	 (H:	 unbleached	 =	 0.05	 ±	 0.019,	 n	 =	 138	 synapses,	 2	
independent	experiments;	bleached	=	0.05	±	0.014,	n	=	215	synapses,	2	independent	experiments).	
Scale	bars:	300nm	(C	and	F),	200nm	(A	and	B).	Error	bars	represent	SEM.	Unpaired	T-test	was	used	
to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	 **p<0.01,	 *p<0.05.	 Adapted	 from	











Figure	 21:	 Syp-SN	 mediated	 ROS	 production	 increases	 eGFP-Rab7	 and	 Chmp2b	 levels	 at	
presynaptic	boutons.	 (A)	Schematic	of	FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-Rab7	expression	vector.	 (B,	C	
























autophagy		As	ROS	generated	by	illuminating	Supernova	are	anticipated	to	damage	proteins	only	within	1-4nm	of	the	sources	(Jacobson	et	al.,	2008;	Takemoto	et	al.,	2013),	it	seems	reasonable	to	predict	that	 the	 induction	 of	 presynaptic	 autophagy	 is	 linked	 to	 the	 damage	 of	 proteins	 physically	associated	with	SVs,	which	are	then	sorted	and	gathered	into	the	interior	of	the	newly	forming	autophagophore	membrane.	If	true,	the	damage	to	other	presynaptic	proteins	should	then	also	lead	to	the	induction	of	autophagy.		To	test	this	hypothesis,	I	coupled	Supernova	to	two	additional	SV	proteins,	Synaptotagmin	(Syt),	an	integral	membrane	protein	with	a	long	cytoplasmic	tail	(Chapman,	2002;	Hilfiker	et	al.,	1999),	and	Synapsin	(Syn),	a	larger	cytosolic	protein	(Figure	22A)	that	dynamically	associates	with	the	outer	surface	of	SVs	in	an	activity-dependent	manner	(Chi	et	al.,	2001;	Waites	and	Garner,	2011),	potentially	allowing	for	a	more	attenuated	ROS-mediated	damage	to	SVs.			
	
Figure	 22:	 (A)	 Schematic	 of	 a	 SV	 containing	 Synaptophysin,	 Synaptotagmin	 and	 Synapsin	 tagged	
with	Supernova.	Note,	the	short	(95aa)	vs.	long	(346aa,	comprised	of	two	C2	domains)	cytoplasmic	
tails	 of	 Synaptophysin	 vs.	 Synaptotagmin,	 respectively,	 which	 could	 significantly	 change	 the	
distance	of	Supernova	to	the	SV	membrane	and	thus	its	proximity	to	other	SV	proteins.	Similarly,	
tagging	Supernova	to	the	much	larger	peripherally	associated	SV	protein	Synapsin	could	also	affect	
its	 distance	 to	 other	 SV	 proteins.	 (B	 and	 C)	 Representative	 images	 of	 hippocampal	 neurons	










Figure	 23:	 Induction	 of	 autophagy	 by	 ROS-mediated	 damage	 by	 Synaptotagmin-Supernova	 is	
slightly	slower	than	with	Synaptophysin-Supernova.	(A)	Schematic	of	FU-Syt-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-
LC3	 expression	 vector.	 (B-D)	 Images	 of	 axon	 segments	 (5	 minutes,	 1	 hour	 and	 2	 hours	 after	
bleaching)	that	were	subsequently	fixed	and	stained	with	antibodies	against	GFP	to	detect	eGFP-
LC3	 and	 Supernova	 to	 detect	 Syt-SN.	 Data	 indicate	 that	 autophagy	 at	 synapses	 can	 be	 induced	
through	 Syt-SN	 photobleaching.	 (E,	 F	 and	 G)	 Quantification	 of	 normalized	 eGFP-LC3	 intensities	
within	Syt-SN	puncta	5	minutes	(E),	1	hour	(F)	and	2	hours	(G)	after	bleaching.	(E:	unbleached	=	1	±	
0.074,	n	=	62	 synapses,	2	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.06	±	0.098,	n	=	76	 synapses,	2	
independent	 experiments)	 (F:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.111,	 n	 =	 73	 synapses,	 2	 independent	
experiments;	bleached	=	1.45	±	0.143,	n	=	81	synapses,	2	independent	experiments)	(G:	unbleached	
=	1	±	0.085,	n	=	58	synapses,	2	independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.05	±	0.087,	n	=	68	synapses,	
2	 independent	 experiments).	 (H,	 I	 and	 J)	 Quantification	 of	 the	 normalized	 number	 of	 eGFP-LC3	
puncta	per	unit	axon	length	in	axons	5	minutes	(H),	1	hour	(I)	and	2	hours	(J)	after	photobleaching.	
(H:	unbleached	=	1	±	0.175,	n	=	19	axons,	2	independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.29	±	0.185,	n	=	
19	 axons,	 2	 independent	 experiments)	 (I:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.174,	 n	 =	 17	 axons,	 2	 independent	
experiments;	bleached	=	1.76	±	0.302,	n	=	18	axons,	2	independent	experiments)	(J:	unbleached	=	1	






to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	 **p<0.01,	 *p<0.05.	 Adapted	 from	
Hoffmann	et	al.	(Hoffmann	et	al.,	forthcoming).							To	permit	the	simultaneous	detection	of	presynaptic	autophagy,	I	co-expressed	Syt-SN	or	Syn-SN	with	 eGFP-LC3	 via	my	 lentiviral	 vector	 (FU-Syt-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3;	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3).	 In	 control	 experiments,	 I	 confirmed	 that	 both	 Syt-SN	 and	 Syn-SN	 were	appropriately	processed	(data	not	shown)	and	that	Syt-SN	and	Syn-SN	retained	their	ability	to	become	selectively	localized	to	presynaptic	boutons	(Figure	22B	and	C).			
	
Figure	 24:	 Induction	 of	 autophagy	 by	 ROS-mediated	 damage	 by	 Synapsin-Supernova	 is	 slightly	
slower	 than	 with	 Synaptophysin-Supernova.	 (A)	 Schematic	 of	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	
expression	vector.	(B-D)	Images	of	axon	segments	(5	minutes,	1	hour	and	2	hours	after	bleaching)	
that	 were	 subsequently	 fixed	 and	 stained	 with	 antibodies	 against	 GFP	 to	 detect	 eGFP-LC3	 and	









1.72	 ±	 0.103,	 n	 =	 103	 synapses,	 3	 independent	 experiments)	 (G:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.075,	 n	 =	 42	
synapses,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	 bleached	 =	 1.30	 ±	 0.090,	 n	 =	 71	 synapses,	 3	 independent	
experiments).	 (H,	 I	 and	 J)	Quantification	of	 the	normalized	number	 of	 eGFP-LC3	puncta	 per	 unit	
axon	length	in	axons	5	minutes	(H),	1	hour	(I)	and	2	hours	(J)	after	photobleaching.	(H:	unbleached	
=	1	±	0.202,	n	=	18	axons,	 3	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.13	±	0.174,	n	=	18	axons,	 3	
independent	experiments)	 (I:	unbleached	=	1	±	0.231,	n	=	18	axons,	3	 independent	experiments;	
bleached	=	1.96	±	0.405,	n	=	18	axons,	3	independent	experiments)	(J:	unbleached	=	1	±	0.159,	n	=	




	As	 described	 above	 for	 Syp-SN,	 infected	 neurons	 were	 photobleached	 at	 13-15	 DIV	 for	 60	seconds	and	the	intensity	of	eGFP-LC3	and	the	number	of	eGFP-LC3	puncta	per	axon	unit	length	were	 quantified.	 Interestingly,	 eGFP-LC3	 intensity	 in	 Syt-SN	 and	 Syn-SN	puncta	 as	well	 as	 the	number	 of	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 along	 axons	 did	 not	 change	within	 5	minutes	 of	 photobleaching	(Figure	23E	and	H)	(Figure	24E	and	H)	compared	to	unbleached	boutons.	However,	1	hour	after	light-induced	 damage	 to	 either	 Synaptotagmin	 or	 Synapsin,	 eGFP-LC3	 intensity	 significantly	increased	 within	 presynaptic	 boutons	 immuno-positive	 for	 Syt-SN	 (Figure	 23F)	 and	 Syn-SN	(Figure	24F).		When	 fixed	 2	 hours	 after	 ROS	 production,	 eGFP-LC3	 levels	 remained	 slightly	 elevated	 at	bleached	 Syn-SN	 positive	 synapses	 (Figure	 24G),	 but	 returned	 to	 unbleached	 levels	 in	 Syt-SN	positive	synapses	(Figure	23G).	Similarly,	a	higher	number	of	eGFP-LC3	puncta	along	axons	was	observed	1	hour	after	photobleaching	of	both	proteins	Syt-SN	(Figure	23I)	and	Syn-SN	(Figure	24I).	 Taken	 together,	 these	 data	 indicate	 that,	 as	with	 Synaptophysin,	 the	 local	 ROS-mediated	damage	 to	 Synaptotagmin	 and	 the	 SV-associated	 protein	 Synapsin	 can	 induce	 presynaptic	autophagy,	albeit	at	attenuated	slower	rates.	These	 data	 indicate	 that	 the	 induction	 of	 presynaptic	 autophagy	 is	 tightly	 coupled	 to	 ROS	damage	 to	 synaptic	 proteins,	 and	 thus	 associated	 with	 the	 normal	 clearance	 of	 misfolded	 or	damaged	SV	proteins.		
	







Figure	25:	ROS-induced	 increase	 in	eGFP-LC3	 levels	at	presynaptic	boutons	 is	PI3K-dependent.	 (A	
and	 B)	 Images	 of	 hippocampal	 neurons	 expressing	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 that	 were	
fixed	and	stained	with	antibodies	against	GFP	and	Supernova	1	hour	after	photobleaching,	either	
in	the	absence	(A)	or	presence	of	1μM	wortmannin	(W)	(B).	(C	and	D)	Quantification	of	normalized	
eGFP-LC3	 intensities	within	Syn-SN	puncta	 (C)	or	 the	normalized	number	of	eGFP-LC3	puncta	per	
unit	axon	length	(D)	 in	culture	not	treated	with	wortmannin.	(C:	unbleached	=	1	±	0.053,	n	=	203	
synapses,	2	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.54	±	0.072,	n	=	259	synapses,	2	 independent	
experiments)	 (D:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.191,	 n	 =	 19	 axons,	 2	 independent	 experiments;	 bleached	 =	
1.58	 ±	 0.181,	 n	 =	 20	 axons,	 2	 independent	 experiments).	 (E	 and	 F)	Quantification	 of	 normalized	
eGFP-LC3	intensities	within	Syn-SN	puncta	(E)	or	number	of	eGFP-LC3	puncta	per	unit	axon	length	




represent	 SEM.	 Unpaired	 T-test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	











Figure	 26:	 Syn-SN	 mediated	 ROS	 production	 does	 not	 change	 eGFP-Rab7	 levels	 at	 presynaptic	
boutons.	 (A)	 Schematic	 of	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-Rab7	 expression	 vector.	 (B,	 C	 and	 D)	
Images	of	hippocampal	neurons	expressing	FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-Rab7	that	were	fixed	and	
stained	with	 antibodies	 against	GFP	 and	 Supernova	 5	minutes,	 1	 hour	 and	 2	 hours	 after	 Syn-SN	
mediated	 ROS	 production.	 (E,	 F	 and	 G)	 Quantification	 of	 the	 normalized	 eGFP-Rab7	 intensity	 in	
Syn-SN	puncta	5	minutes,	1	hour	or	2	hours	after	photobleaching	of	Syn-SN	(E:	unbleached	=	1	±	
0.141,	n	=	41	 synapses,	3	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.12	±	0.158,	n	=	63	 synapses,	3	
independent	 experiments)	 (F:	 unbleached	 =	 1	 ±	 0.079,	 n	 =	 60	 synapses,	 3	 independent	
experiments;	bleached	=	0.97	±	0.093,	n	=	61	synapses,	3	independent	experiments)	(G:	unbleached	
=	1	±	0.098,	n	=	48	synapses,	3	independent	experiments;	bleached	=	1.23	±	0.131,	n	=	50	synapses,	

















(B)	 or	 Syp-lumSN	 (C)	 that	were	 fixed	 1	 hour	 after	 bleaching	 and	 stained	with	 antibodies	 against	
GFP,	Supernova,	Bassoon	and	Synaptotagmin1	 (Syt1)	 (A	and	C)	or	Synaptophysin1	 (Syp1)	 (B).	 (D)	
Quantification	 of	 the	 fraction	 of	 extrasynaptic	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 positive	 for	 SN-tagged	
Synaptophysin,	 indicated	by	arrowheads	 in	 (A),	or	endogenous	Syt1	within	 the	same	experiment	
(Syp-SN	 =	 0.71	 ±	 0.075,	 n	 =	 38	 puncta,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	 Syt1	 =	 0.18	 ±	 0.064,	 n	 =	 38	
puncta,	3	independent	experiments).	Also	quantified	is	the	fraction	of	extrasynaptic	Syp-SN	puncta	
that	 are	 positive	 for	 eGFP-LC3	 (0.43	 ±	 0.060,	 n	 =	 68	 puncta,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	 (E)	
Quantification	 of	 the	 fraction	 of	 extrasynaptic	 eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 positive	 for	 SN-tagged	
Synaptotagmin,	 indicated	 by	 arrowheads	 (B),	 or	 endogenous	 Syp1	 within	 the	 same	 experiment	
(Syt-SN	 =	 0.70	 ±	 0.081,	 n	 =	 33	 puncta,	 2	 independent	 experiments;	 Syp1	 =	 0.18	 ±	 0.068,	 n	 =	 33	
puncta,	2	independent	experiments).	Also	quantified	is	the	fraction	of	extrasynaptic	Syt-SN	puncta	









Syp-lumSN	 puncta	 that	 are	 positive	 for	 eGFP-LC3	 (0.51	 ±	 0.077,	 n	 =	 43	 puncta,	 3	 independent	
experiments).	Scale	bars:	10μm.	Error	bars	 represent	SEM.	Unpaired	T-test	was	used	to	evaluate	
statistical	significance.	****p<0.0001,	***p<0.001,	**p<0.01,	*p<0.05.	Adapted	from	Hoffmann	et	






Figure	 28:	 SV	 proteins	 are	 part	 of	 the	 basal	 autophagy	 flux.	 (A)	 Schematic	 of	 FU-eGFP-LC3	
expression	vector.	 (B)	 Images	of	hippocampal	neurons	expressing	eGFP-LC3	were	fixed	untreated	
(basal	autophagy)	and	stained	with	antibodies	against	GFP,	Bassoon	and	Synaptophysin1	(Syp1)	or	
Synapsin1	 (Syn1)	 or	 Synaptotagmin1	 (Syt1).	 (C)	 Quantification	 of	 the	 fraction	 of	 extrasynaptic	
eGFP-LC3	 puncta	 positive	 for	 endogenous	 Synaptophysin1,	 Synapsin1	 or	 Synaptotagmin1.	 Note,	




SEM.	 ANOVA	 Tukey’s	 multiple	 comparisons	 test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	









accomplished	 by	 performing	 FM	 1-43	 uptake	 experiments	 approximately	 5	 minutes	 after	photobleaching	Syp-SN	positive	boutons.			
	
Figure	 29:	 Syp-SN	 expressing	 synapses	 show	 functional	 recycling	 depicted	 by	 FM	 dye	 uptake.	
Synapses	 treated	 with	 90mM	 KCl	 only	 (90mM	 KCl)	 exhibit	 only	 a	 weak	 eGFP(-LC3)	 signal	 while	
synapses	 loaded	 with	 FM	 1-43	 during	 a	 90mM	 KCl	 stimulus	 (90mM	 KCl	 +	 FM	 1-43)	 depict	
characteristic	FM	dye	patterns	 that	 colocalize	with	synaptic	Syp-SN	puncta.	Note	 that	both	eGFP	
and	FM	1-43	are	excited	by	491nm	light	and	emit	with	close	peak	intensities	of	509nm	and	579nm,	











Figure	 30:	 ROS-induced	 damage	 to	 Syp-SN	 impairs	 FM	 1-43	 uptake	 only	 when	 autophagy	 is	
inhibited.	(A,	B,	F,	G)	Images	of	hippocampal	neurons	expressing	FU-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	
(A	 and	 B)	 or	 FU-Syn-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 (F	 and	G),	 loaded	with	 FM	 1-43	 for	 90	 seconds	 in	
90mM	 KCl,	 5	 minutes	 after	 photobleaching	 in	 the	 absence	 (A	 and	 F)	 or	 presence	 of	 1μM	
wortmannin	 (W)	 (B	 and	 G).	 Note,	 Syp-SN	 and	 Syn-SN	 images	 were	 taken	 before	 bleaching.	 (C)	
Correlation	of	 FM	1-43	 intensity	over	 Syp-SN	 intensity	of	 (A)	 and	 (B)	 (n	 =	 238	 (unbleached),	 221	
(bleached),	 221	 (1μM	 W	 unbleached),	 147	 (1μM	 W	 bleached)	 synapses,	 4	 independent	
experiments).	(D	and	E)	Quantification	of	the	slope	of	the	linear	regression	between	bleached	and	









Syn-SN	 intensity	of	 (F)	 and	 (G)	 (n	 =	 69	 (unbleached),	 64	 (bleached),	 80	 (1μM	W	unbleached),	 88	
(1μM	W	bleached)	synapses,	3	 independent	experiments).	(I	and	J)	Quantification	of	the	slope	of	
the	 linear	 regression	 between	 bleached	 and	 unbleached	 synapses	 either	 in	 the	 absence	 (I:	
unbleached	=	7.16	±	1.762,	 3	 independent	experiments;	bleached	=	5.47	±	0.986,	3	 independent	
experiments)	 or	 presence	 of	 wortmannin	 (J:	 unbleached	 =	 4.18	 ±	 2.674,	 3	 independent	
experiments;	 bleached	=	 5.94	 ±	 0.900,	 3	 independent	 experiments).	Note,	wortmannin	does	not	
affect	 the	uptake	of	 FM	1-43	dye	 following	ROS-mediated	damage	 to	 Syn-SN.	 Scale	 bars:	 10μm.	
Error	 bars	 represent	 SEM.	 Unpaired	 T-test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	






Figure	 31:	 ROS-induced	 damage	 to	 Syp-SN	 impairs	 evoked	 release	 only	 when	 autophagy	 is	
inhibited.	(A,	B	and	C)	Example	traces	of	whole-cell	patch	recording	of	evoked	EPSCs	from	autaptic	






Neurons	 treated	with	wortmannin	but	were	not	bleached	 served	as	 a	 control	 (B).	 (A	 amplitude:	
before	=	4.25	±	1.050,	after	=	3.74	±	1.134,	14	neurons,	3	independent	experiments)	(B	amplitude:	
before	=	2.07	±	0.311,	after	=	1.85	±	0.277,	13	neurons,	3	independent	experiments)	(C	amplitude:	
before	 =	 2.50	 ±	 0.570,	 after	 =	 1.63	 ±	 0.409,	 16	 neurons,	 3	 independent	 experiments)	 (M)	













in	 F-U6-shAtg5-U-Syp-Supernova-P2A-eGFP-LC3	 expressing	 neurons	 that	 were	 bleached	 (SC	
bleached	=	11.15	±	7.261,	n	=	17	neurons,	3	independent	experiments;	shAtg5	=	5.74	±	5.836,	n	=	16	
neurons,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	 shAtg5	 bleached	 =	 38.19	 ±	 5.766,	 n	 =	 16	 neurons,	 3	
independent	experiments).	Error	bars	represent	SEM.	Paired	T-test	(A-C,	E-G)	and	ANOVA	Tukey’s	
multiple	 comparisons	 test	 (D	 and	H)	was	used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	
***p<0.001,	**p<0.01,	*p<0.05.	Adapted	from	Hoffmann	et	al.	(Hoffmann	et	al.,	forthcoming).					
	



































unit	 length	 (WT	=	0.065	±	0.019,	n	=	33	dendrites,	4	 independent	experiments;	Bsn	KO	=	0.037	±	
0.017,	 n	 =	 30	 dendrites,	 4	 independent	 experiments;	 WT	 +	 1μM	 W	 =	 0.006	 ±	 0.006,	 n	 =	 25	
dendrites,	 3	 independent	 experiments;	 Bsn	 KO	 +	 1μM	W	 =	 0.005	 ±	 0.005,	 n	 =	 24	 dendrites,	 3	
independent	experiments).	Scale	bars:	10μm.	Error	bars	represent	SEM.	ANOVA	Tukey’s	multiple	
comparisons	 test	 was	 used	 to	 evaluate	 statistical	 significance.	 ****p<0.0001,	 ***p<0.001,	
**p<0.01,	*p<0.05.			
	








were	 fixed	 and	 stained	with	 antibodies	 against	 Synaptophysin1	 (Syp1).	 (C)	Quantification	 of	 the	
number	of	RFP-LC3	puncta	per	axon	unit	 length	(WT	=	0.60	±	0.073,	n	=	35	axons,	2	 independent	
experiments;	Bsn	KO	=	1.24	±	0.137,	n	=	34	axons,	2	independent	experiments;	WT	+	UbK0	=	0.81	±	
















Figure	 34:	 Increased	 autophagy	 in	 Bsn	 KO	 neurons	 is	 Atg5-dependent.	 (A	 and	 B)	 Images	 of	
hippocampal	neurons	expressing	FU-RFP-LC3	only	(A)	or	FU-RFP-LC3	and	FU-eGFP-shAtg5	(B)	that	































Mechanisms	regulating	quality	control	and	turnover	of	SV	proteins	are	fundamental	to	synapse	integrity,	 however,	 they	 are	 not	 well	 understood.	 In	 this	 study,	 I	 provide	 evidence	 that	autophagy	 can	 be	 rapidly	 induced	 within	 presynaptic	 boutons	 either	 by	 the	 mTOR	 inhibitor	rapamycin	 or	 by	 the	 selective	 damage	 of	 SV	 proteins	 through	 superoxides.	 The	 time	 range	 of	autophagy	 induction	 is	 consistent	 with	 the	 concept	 that	 the	 machinery	 is	 maintained	 and	regulated	within	 presynaptic	 boutons.	My	 data	 also	 suggest	 a	 real-time	 role	 for	 autophagy	 in	maintaining	 synapse	 function,	 as	 without	 it	 the	 accumulation	 of	 damaged	 SV	 proteins	 can	compromise	synaptic	transmission.		A	 prerequisite	 for	 a	 real-time	 functionality	 for	 autophagy	 within	 presynaptic	 boutons	 is	 its	activation	 on	 short	 time	 scales	 (seconds/minutes)	 after	 insults	 that	 damage	 presynaptic	proteins.	Studies	show	that	autophagic	organelles	appear	within	axons	and	presynaptic	boutons	3-7	hours	following	the	addition	of	rapamycin	(Hernandez	et	al.,	2012),	48	hours	after	treatment	with	 Sonic	 Hedgehog	 (Petralia	 et	 al.,	 2013)	 and	 after	 neuronal	 activity	 (Soukup	 et	 al.,	 2016;	Wang	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 Moreover,	 Bassoon,	 as	 well	 as	 presynaptic	 proteins	 like	 Rab26	 and	Endophilin	 A	 have	 been	 functionally	 linked	 to	 the	 autophagy	machinery	 (Binotti	 et	 al.,	 2015;	Okerlund	et	al.,	2017;	Vanhauwaert	et	al.,	2017)	of	which	Atg5,	Atg16,	LC3	and	p62	have	been	localized	 to	 presynaptic	 boutons	 (Okerlund	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 However,	 as	 autophagosomes	 are	highly	mobile	 (Cheng	 et	 al.,	 2015;	Maday	 et	 al.,	 2012),	 it	 remains	 unclear	whether	 they	 arise	within	boutons	or	simply	accumulate	there.		
	
7.1 Rapamycin-induced	autophagy	leads	to	impaired	FM	dye	uptake	and	a	loss	of	










al.,	 2012),	 implying	 that	 prolonged	 activation	 of	 autophagy	 has	 a	 negative	 impact	 on	 synaptic	function.	Importantly,	autophagy	also	appears	to	contribute	to	the	function	of	the	postsynapse,	specifically	 the	 degradation	 of	 AMPA	 receptors	 following	 chemical	 LTP	 (Shehata	 et	 al.,	 2012).	Perhaps	not	surprisingly,	the	genetic	suppression	of	autophagy	by	knockout	of	Atg5	or	Atg7	also	adversely	affects	synapse	integrity	(Hara	et	al.,	2006;	Komatsu	et	al.,	2006).	Together	these	data	indicate	 that	 an	altered	balance	 (increased	or	decreased)	 in	 autophagy	 can	be	detrimental	 for	synapse	integrity	and	compromise	synapse	health.		





Analysis	of	the	number	of	autophagosomes	per	unit	length	of	axon	revealed	an	increased	level	of	eGFP-LC3	puncta	after	both	10	minutes	and	2	hours	of	rapamycin	treatment	(Figure	11E	and	G).	This	 suggests	 that	 inducing	 autophagy	 at	 the	 synapse	 also	 leads	 to	 higher	 numbers	 of	autophagosomes	along	axons	that	are	most	likely	transported	to	the	soma	(Maday	and	Holzbaur,	2016).	The	increase	of	eGFP-LC3	intensity	at	synapses	as	well	as	the	number	of	autophagosomes	per	unit	axon	 length	 is	returned	to	control	 levels	 in	 the	presence	of	wortmannin	(Figure	11I,	 J	and	K).	 These	data	 indicate	 that	 rapamycin-induced	 autophagy	 is	 indeed	PI3K-dependent	 and	presumably	 part	 of	 the	 canonical	 autophagy	 pathway	 (Codogno	 et	 al.,	 2011;	Mizushima	 et	 al.,	2011).	These	results	are	in	agreement	with	Hernandez	et	al.’s	(Hernandez	et	al.,	2012)	findings	showing	that	the	induction	of	autophagy	by	rapamycin	requires	Atg7	expression.	Atg7	is	a	vital	autophagy-related	protein	that	is	essential	for	the	initiation	of	canonical	autophagy	(Codogno	et	al.,	2011).			















bleaching	does	not	have	any	effect	on	Rab7-eGFP	levels	at	synapses	(Figure	26)	indicating	that	the	endo-lysosomal	pathway	is	not	turned	on	within	the	time	frame	investigated	(5	minutes	to	2	hours).	 This	 is	 not	 surprising	 since	 the	 endo-lysosomal	pathway	 is	 described	 to	preferentially	degrade	bigger	aggregates	and	integral	membrane	proteins	such	as	Synaptophysin	(Sheehan	et	al.,	 2016)	 rather	 than	mainly	 soluble	 proteins	 such	 as	 Synapsin	 (Lamark	 and	 Johansen,	 2010;	Lilienbaum,	2013).		Soluble	proteins	 get	 predominantly	degraded	via	 the	UPS	 and	not	 via	 autophagy	or	 the	 endo-lysosomal	pathway.	This	concept	is	further	supported	by	my	finding	that	under	basal	conditions	endogenous	 Synapsin	 is	 rarely	 present	 in	 extrasynaptic	 autophagy	 organelles	 compared	 to	endogenous	Synaptophysin	(Figure	28).		Taken	 together,	 these	 data	 support	 the	 hypothesis	 that	 it	 is	 the	ROS-mediated	damage	 to	 SVs	(either	 to	 the	 lipid	 bilayer	 or	more	 likely	 to	 neighboring	 SV	 proteins	 in	 close	 proximity)	 that	triggers	 the	 activation	 of	 presynaptic	 autophagy.	 Additionally,	 the	 damage	 to	 an	 integral	 SV	protein	may	activate	–	besides	autophagy	–	the	endo-lysosomal	pathway	whereas	the	damage	to	mainly	soluble	Synapsin	may	not	activate	the	endo-lysosomal	pathway.	Future	studies	would	be	interesting	 to	 determine	 if	 Synapsin-Supernova	 bleaching	 also	 leads	 to	 the	 induction	 of	 UPS-dependent	degradation.			

































As	a	follow	up	question,	I	asked	whether	the	knock	down	(KD)	of	Atg5	via	shRNA	would	block	the	 increased	 autophagy	 levels	 that	were	observed	 in	Bassoon	KO	neurons	 at	 14	DIV.	 Indeed,	RFP-LC3	 levels	 were	 rescued	 back	 to	 WT	 levels	 when	 shAtg5	 was	 expressed	 (Figure	 34C)	further	indicating	that	Atg5	plays	an	essential	role	in	Bassoon	regulated	autophagy.	Surprisingly,	I	 did	 not	 detect	 any	 shAtg5-dependent	 changes	 in	 the	 number	 of	 RFP-LC3	 puncta	 in	 the	WT	neurons	 suggesting	 either	 that	 basal	 autophagy	 in	 WT	 neurons	 is	 not	 necessarily	 Atg5-dependent	or	that	the	KD	of	Atg5	to	approx.	50%	protein	level	(data	not	shown)	is	not	sufficient	to	 inhibit	 very	 low	 basal	 autophagy	 levels	 in	 the	 WT	 control.	 Considering	 the	 fact	 that	suppression	of	basal	autophagy	leads	to	neurodegeneration	(Hara	et	al.,	2006),	WT	neurons	may	have	 surveillance	mechanisms	 that	 ensure	 functional	 basal	 autophagy,	 even	 in	 the	 absence	 of	50%	of	the	endogenous	Atg5	protein.		Another	 interesting	 finding	 was	 that	 FU-eGFP-shAtg5	 expressing	 WT	 neurons	 showed	 a	decreased	number	of	 Synaptophysin1	puncta	 (Figure	34D),	 a	 hallmark	not	 investigated	 in	 the	Okerlund	study.	I	postulate	that	the	loss	of	Synaptophysin1	levels	is	caused	by	one	or	more	other	degradative	 pathways,	 such	 as	 the	 endo-lysosomal	 pathway	 or	 the	 UPS,	 being	 turned	 on	 as	 a	response	 to	 inhibited	 autophagy.	 There	 is	 increasing	 evidence	 showing	 that	 different	degradational	pathways	 function	 in	parallel	and	that	blocking	 for	example	 the	UPS	can	 lead	to	increased	autophagic	activity	(Ding	et	al.,	2007;	Wang	et	al.,	2017)	and	probably	vice	versa.	This	may	then	lead	to	an	over-degradation	of	synaptic	proteins	such	as	Synaptophysin1	and	to	a	loss	of	synapse	 integrity	as	shown	for	example	 for	high	Siah1	activity	after	a	Piccolo/Bassoon	DKD	(Waites	et	al.,	2013).	Consequently,	further	studies	are	important	to	unravel	the	whole	interplay	of	degradational	pathways	that	are	present	in	the	synapse.			Together,	these	data	indicate	that	Bassoon	regulates	autophagy	indeed	in	an	ubiquitin-	and	in	an	Atg5-dependent	 manner	 and	 that	 increased	 autophagy	 in	 Bassoon	 KO	mice	 is	 not	 showing	 a	neurodegenerative	progression.	Future	questions	to	be	investigated	could	be	1)	are	Bassoon	KO	neurons	more	vulnerable	or	more	resistant	to	stress	because	of	their	increased	autophagy	and	2)	 what	 is	 the	 molecular	 mechanism	 of	 Bassoon-regulated	 presynaptic	 autophagy.	 Thus,	Bassoon	KO	mice	can	also	be	a	useful	model	to	better	understand	synaptic	autophagy.				
7.7 Balanced	presynaptic	autophagy	is	required	to	maintain	synaptic	function	and	
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• Figure	5:	The	majority	of	lentiviral	vectors	were	created	by	Dr.	Thorsten	Trimbuch	and	viruses	were	 produced	 by	 the	 Viral	 Core	 Facility	 of	 the	 Charité	 –	 Universitätsmedizin	Berlin.		
• Figure	12:	Western	Blots	were	 performed	 by	 Christine	Bruns,	Deutsches	 Zentrum	 für	Neurodegenerative	Erkrankungen.	
• Figure	 20:	 Electron	 microscopy	 was	 performed	 by	 Dr.	 Marta	 Orlando,	 Charité	 –	Universitätsmedizin	Berlin.		
• Figure	31:	Electrophysiology	was	performed	by	Ewa	Andrzejak,	Deutsches	Zentrum	für	Neurodegenerative	Erkrankungen.	
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